Nanowire thin films exhibiting superhydrophobicity or even superomniphobicity can protect themselves from liquid contamination. However, high contact angle of these thin films with liquid droplets limits the interfacial area between liquids and nanowire network, which is unfavorable for applications such as sensing suspended liquid droplets. In this study, slippery surface based on lubricant infused hierarchical Si nanowire film was developed, which provided low contact angle with liquid droplet, while possessing liquid repellent properties upon slight tilting. Si nanowire films were fabricated through chemical vapor deposition and were further branched with ZnO nanospikes for enhanced immobilization of lubricant.
Introduction
Surfaces that can repel liquids such as water or even oil are attractive due to their promising applications in self-cleaning clothing, 1,2 anti-icing coatings, 3,4 drag reducing surfaces, 5 and separation of liquids. 6, 7 For a rough surface, the wetting behavior can be theoretically described by two wetting models: Wenzel and Cassie models. 8, 9 In the Wenzel state, liquid fully penetrates into grooves of a rough surface, increasing the contact area between the liquid and the solid substrate, thus enhancing the wetting or non-wetting behavior. In the Cassie state, air is entrapped underneath a liquid, forming a composite solid-liquid-air interface that suspends the liquid on the substrate. A well-known example of a superhydrophobic surface in nature is the lotus leaf, on which water drops can effortlessly roll-off. The micro-nano hierarchical structure of lotus leaf surface has been revealed to play a key role in attaining its wetting property, 10 which has encouraged the recent micronano hierarchical design for superomniphobic surface. [11] [12] [13] [14] In general, liquid repelling surfaces with hierarchical structure have been achieved by the cooperative effects of the topographically roughened structure and low surface energy of the substrate. Alternatively, a novel approach called slippery liquid infused porous surfaces (SLIPs) has been developed recently by inltrating non-volatile lubricants into porous solids. 15 The addition of a lubricant layer to porous surfaces generated structures with excellent liquid repellent properties towards a broad range of liquids.
15-18
Moreover, semiconductor nanowire network thin lms have attracted immense industrial and research interest owing to their potential applications in the elds of optics, electronics, energy conversion, and sensors. [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] For example, one dimensional (1D) silicon nanowires with high surface-to-volume ratio have emerged as potential candidates for biochemical sensors, detection of electrical, mechanical or chemical signals in cells, detection of biomolecules, such as DNA, RNA, proteins, peptides, and small molecules including ions and organic compounds, and detection of gases, such as CO, H 2 , and O 2 .
24-26
Over the past years, semiconductor nanowire networks have been synthesized for a wide range of materials, such as Si and group III-V compounds using both top-down and bottom-up approaches. 27, 28 With advanced nanofabrication techniques, morphology of the nanowire networks can be precisely controlled and consequently their mechanical, electronic, and optical properties can be ne-tuned. 20, [29] [30] [31] In addition to traditional 1D nanowires, recent progress in fabrication of hierarchical branched structures has further stimulated related research. The existence of secondary nanowire branches increases the effective surface area, displaying improved properties and sensitivities of branched structures compared to 1D nanowire structures. 32 Since micro-nano hierarchical structure is crucial to wetting property, hierarchical nanowires with branched structures offer a reasonable design for constructing hydrophobic or omniphobic surfaces.
13,33
Despite its promising applications, nanowire thin lms as sensors or probes tend to be contaminated by water, dust, oil, or dirt in liquids, which limit their lifetime, stability and durability. 34 Superhydrophobic or even omniphobic nanowire thin lms can provide ultra-high liquid contact angle on the lm surface, thus allowing the surface to attain self-cleaning capability and protection from liquid contaminations. However, for sensing or detection of targets inside suspended liquid droplets, superhydrophobic or omniphobic nanowire thin lms possesses high contact angle with the liquid droplet, thus limiting contact area between the liquids and the nanowire network and restricting their sensing capability. This is unfavorable for applications where liquid droplets need to sufficiently contact with or wet the solid surface.
In this study, slippery surfaces based on lubricating liquid infused hierarchical Si nanowire lms were developed, which allowed liquid to contact with the surface at a smaller angle (<100 ), while the nanowire lms were capable of repelling various liquids upon slight tilting (Fig. 1a) . The Si nanowire lms were fabricated through chemical vapor deposition. To enhance lubricant locking within the nanowire lm, the nanowires were branched with secondary ZnO nanowires through a hydrothermal approach. The hierarchical nanowire lm (HNWF) was functionalized with uorinated silane to produce low surface energy (HNWF-F), and it exhibited increased superhydrophobicity with excellent water-repelling properties compared to the uorinated Si nanowire lm without branched ZnO nanowires (NWF-F). The hierarchical nanowire lm was further infused with lubricant to produce slippery surface (L-HNWF-F), which exhibited lower contact angle with blood and corn oil, while these liquids could readily slide-off upon slight tilting. In contrast, in case of liquids adhered to the lubricantinfused Si nanowire lm (L-NWF-F), the hierarchical nanowires provided additional contact surface area with the lubricant and enhanced locking effects of lubricant. Our study illustrates the advantage of employing hierarchical nanowire design to enable excellent water or oil-repelling properties, thus providing a novel approach to synthesize nanowire lms with liquid repellent property, which is important to protect nanowire sensors from contamination.
Results
The schematic of the fabrication of hierarchical nanowire lms is illustrated in Fig. 1b . Semiconductor Si nanowire network lms were synthesized through gold-catalytic vapour-liquidsolid approach. 35, 36 Initially, 50 nm Au nanoparticles, which served as the catalyst for nucleation and growth of Si nanowires, were dispersed on SiO 2 /Si substrate. Si nanowires were grown at 450 C for 1.5 h with SiH 4 as the silicon reactant and H 2 as the carrier gas. As shown in SEM images (Fig. 2) , Si nanowires with an average diameter of 50 nm and length more than 10 mm were produced uniformly. The nanowires were randomly oriented with high density of intermeshing, forming a continuous thin lm network on the SiO 2 /Si substrate. To achieve hierarchical structure, branched ZnO nanowires were fabricated on the Si nanowire surface through a hydrothermal method. 37 Initially, As shown in Fig. 2a , the branched structure formed by the secondary ZnO nanospikes could be clearly observed on the backbones of Si nanowires. The ZnO nanowires are approximately 90 nm in diameter and 1 mm in length. In addition, energy dispersion spectroscopy (EDS) was applied to evaluate the chemical composition of hierarchical nanowire lms. The EDS spectrum veried that the branched structure was primarily composed of ZnO. The high density of the branches on the surface of Si nanowires results in a denser network structure compared to the 1D Si nanowire network, creating a larger effective surface area that could be important for entrapping more air to suspend liquids according to Cassie model and for better immobilization of lubricant to produce a slippery surface. The hierarchical nanowire lm was functionalized with peruorooctyltriethoxysilane to provide low surface energy and chemical affinity that allows for the wetting and adhesion of peruorinated lubricants on the nanowire surface.
15,38 X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy was applied to characterize the surface chemical composition of the hierarchical nanowire lms aer surface functionalization. As shown in Fig. 2d , pronounced peak at 686 eV, corresponding to uo-rine, evidenced that the hierarchical nanowires were successfully coated with uorinated silane. Si nanowire lms without ZnO nanowire branches were also uorinated as control. Similarly, the XPS spectra of the control exhibited F peak, indicating successful conjugation of peruorooctyltriethoxysilane on the Si nanowires (Fig. 2e) . Successful uorination would result in low surface energy, enabling superhydrophobicity of the surface. The wetting behavior of water on the uorinated hierarchical nanowire lm was studied by measuring the static contact angle (CA). In general, the CAs of water for both hierarchical and 1D Si nanowire lm were found to increase aer uorination (Table  S1 in ESI †). Fig. 3a and b show the CA of water drops on different surfaces: uorinated hierarchical nanowire lms (HNWF-F), and control samples including uorinated Si NW lms (NWF-F), uorinated ZnO vertical nanowires (VNW-F), and uorinated at glass substrate (FS-F). The *** indicates significant differences (p < 0.001) of water CAs for HNWF-F and NWF-F samples in comparison with VNW-F and FS-F samples. The CA of water on VNW-F was 98 AE 2 , while both HNWF-F and NWF-F exhibited high contact angles (larger than 150 ), which are signicantly higher than on FS-F (contact angle was 70 AE 2 ).
These results agree with previous studies, which revealed the crucial role of microscale or nanoscale structures in enhancing non-wetting properties.
39
In addition, a bouncing experiment was conducted by studying the sliding behavior of free-falling water droplets onto the object surfaces with 5 tilting. As shown in Fig. 3c , the water drop can easily bounce off the HNWF-F surface, indicating that the surface of hierarchical nanowires is highly repellent to water. In contrast, water drops stuck to the surface of NWF-F without rolling off. The introduction of ZnO nanowire branches on Si nanowire lm resulted in a hierarchically textured structure, which entraps a higher fraction of air. As predicted by the Cassie model, these trapped air pockets could support the liquid droplet on top of the surface, contributing to a higher contact angle. Our obtained results were consistent with previous studies on designing superhydrophobic surfaces, which revealed that increased levels of hierarchy could enhance liquid-repelling behavior of the superhydrophobic surface.
13
In addition to the wetting behavior of water on the uori-nated hierarchical nanowire lms, the contact angle of complex uids such as cell culture medium and blood (mice blood supplied by Laboratory Animal Center, Sun Yat-Sen University) were tested. Due to the presence of complex molecules such as amino acids, proteins and other organic compounds in cell culture medium and blood, these liquids tend to easily contaminate and stick on the surface of the nanowire lms, presenting lower contact angle than pure water. Similar to the contact angle with water, the contact angles toward cell culture medium and blood were greatly increased aer uorination of the Si nanowires (Table S1 in ESI †). The HNWF-F exhibited contact angles were 153 AE 2 to cell culture medium, and 143 AE 3 to blood, while NWF-F showed lower contact angle of 103 AE 6 to cell culture medium, and 96 AE 1 to blood (Fig. 4) . A signicant difference could be observed between HNWF-F and NWF-F (p < 0.001). These results further demonstrate that the secondary ZnO nanospikes in HNWF-F increased liquid contact angle on their surfaces, suggesting that a hierarchical structure is favorable for liquid-repelling properties. The enhancement of superhydrophobicity also indicated that the HNWF-F exhibited lower surface energy, which was favorable for lubricant immobilization.
Despite the presented superhydrophobicity of modied Si nanowires, repelling of low surface-tension liquids is challenging even with hierarchical structures (Fig. 5a ). In addition, the design principle of superomniphobicity, involving the reduction of contact points with liquid droplets, limits liquid contact with the solid surface, which is unfavorable for applications, in which liquid droplets are required to have sufficient contact area with the solid surface. On this basis, the recently developed slippery liquid infused porous surfaces (SLIPs) technique can overcome this challenge. 40 Lubricants can repel many types of low surface-tension liquids, such as oil or nonpolar solvents, by providing an immiscible uid-uid interface. For a stable slippery surface, the surface needs to possess sufficient chemical affinity with the lubricant. The introduction of ZnO branches produced a denser network structure with extra micro-nanoscale porosity compared to the 1D Si nanowire lm without ZnO nanospikes, thus serving as a promising candidate substrate for fabricating SLIPs. Accordingly, to investigate the possibility of liquid repellency towards low surface tension liquids such as oil, the HNWF-F was infused with peruorinated uid to produce a slippery surface. This slippery surface was generated by placing a peruorinated lubricant liquid, DuPont Krytox 100, on top of the substrate to allow the infusion of lubricant into the porous nanowire network, followed by removal of excess lubricant. contact angle is reduced on L-HNWF-F surface compared to that on HNWF-F, on which the blood and oil droplets spread atter as shown in Fig. 5a . These results indicate that slippery surfaces allow immiscible liquids to exhibit lower contact angle, which are consistent with previous studies. 2 Despite lower contact angle, oil and blood drops were highly mobile and could easily slide off the L-HNWF-F within a few seconds at a low tilt angle of 5 . In contrast, neither oil nor blood drops could slide off L-NWF-F at the same tilt angle. This suggests that the hierarchical structure provided by the ZnO branches could stably entrap the lubricant uid and hence improved the slippage of liquid drops. Our obtained results agree with previous studies about the effects of surface morphology on the performance of SLIPs. 12, [41] [42] [43] In general, surface roughness is essential to achieve stable slippery behavior.
12 For example, Wang et al. observed that the substrate structure of SLIPs with a lower length scale (100-200 nm pore-like structure verses 1-2 mm pillar-like structure) provided better mobility of water drops. It was suggested that the high vacancy in microstructure could decrease the stability of lubricants. 41 In our current study, the hierarchical nanowire lm presented a denser network structure compared to the 1D nanowire lm. The gaps between the Si nanowires may turn to the pinning sources, reducing lubricant locking, while the hierarchical nanowire network can provide better immobilization of lubricant, thus resulting in enhanced slippery performance.
Conclusion
In conclusion, hierarchical Si nanowire lms were infused with a lubricant uid to produce slippery surface that presented low contact angle with various liquids, including blood and corn oil, while the nanowire lms were able to readily repel these liquids, thus protecting themselves from liquid contamination. The presence of ZnO branches increased the entrapped air fraction in the structure, thus providing improved superhydrophobic property. Moreover, the increased hierarchy of nanowire structure presented a denser network structure that provided extra contact surface with the lubricant, thus enhancing the immobilization of lubricant and presenting better liquid repellent properties compared to 1D nanowire lms. Our study demonstrated a promising approach for the synthesis of hierarchical nanowires, which possess excellent liquid repellent properties and protect nanowire sensors from liquid contamination, thus improving sensor stability and durability.
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